University of Nebraska Band is offering the following item available for interdepartmental transfer.

Name and details: Yamaha MQ-8300 Field-Corps™ Series tenor quint drums used in the Cornhusker Marching Band from 2017 to 2022 - 6, 10, 12, 13, 14, with harness and stand. The drums are white with a red removable skin.

Make: Yamaha

Models: MQ8314U, MQ8313U, MQ8312U, MQ8310U, MQ8306U

Serial Numbers: HNI 3136, HMO 3791, HMN 3655, HMP 3392, HMN 0767

Year: Purchased in 2017 - Used for six seasons in the Cornhusker Marching Band

University inventory tag number: Tenor 1

Contact for questions or to initiate interdepartmental transfers:
Jan Deaton
jdeaton2@unl.edu
402.472.2595

Asking Price: $850.00 obo

Address of item (pick up location): 101 Westbrook Music Building

Pick up instructions: Pick up between 8:00 am - 5:00 pm M-F, 101 Westbrook Music Building.